We need an "un-degrader"… §To extract "clean" features for segmentation, registration, etc. §Restoration §A-posteriori image restoration §Removes degradations from images §Feature extraction §Iterative image feature extraction §Extracts features from noisy images 3
Image relaxation § The basic operation performed by: § Restoration § Feature extraction (of the type in ch. 6) § An image relaxation process is a multistep algorithm with the properties that: § The output of a step is the same form as the input (e.g., 256 2 image to 256 2 image) § Allows iteration § It converges to a bounded result § The operation on any pixel is dependent only on those pixels in some well defined, finite neighborhood of that pixel. (optional) Restoration: An inverse problem §Assume: §An ideal image, f §A measured image, g §A distortion operation, D §Random noise, n §Put it all together:
This is what we want
This is what we get How do we extract f ?
Restoration is ill-posed §Even without noise §Even if the distortion is linear blur §Inverting linear blur = deconvolution §But we want restoration to be well-posed… 6 A well-posed problem §g = D( f ) is well-posed if: §For each f, a solution exists, §The solution is unique, AND §The solution g continuously depends on the data f §Otherwise, it is ill-posed §Usually because it has a large condition number:
K for convolved blur §Why is restoration ill-posed for simple blur? §Why not just linearize a blur kernel, and then take the inverse of that matrix? § F = H -1 G §Because H is probably singular §If not, H almost certainly has a large K § So small amounts of noise in G will make the computed F almost meaningless §See the book for great examples 9
Regularization theory to the rescue! §How to handle an ill-posed problem? §Find a related well-posed problem! § One whose solution approximates that of our ill-posed problem §E.g., try minimizing: § But unless we know something about the noise, this is the exact same problem! Digression: Statistics §Remember Bayes' rule?
This is the a priori pdf This is the conditional pdf This is the a posteriori conditional pdf
Just a normalization constant
This is what we want! It is our discrimination function.
Maximum a posteriori (MAP) image processing algorithms § To find the f underlying a given g:
Noise term Prior term
Probabilities of images §Based on probabilities of pixels §For each pixel i: 
Probabilities of pixel values §p( g i | f i ) § This could be the density of the noise… § Such as a Gaussian noise model § = constant * e something §p( f i ) § This could be a Gibbs distribution… § If you model your image as an ND Markov field § = e something §See the book for more details
Put the math together §Remember, we want:
= ∏ e something § where i Î (the set of all image pixels) §But we like ∑something better than ∏e something , so take the log and solve for:
Objective functions §We can re-write the previous slide's final equation to use objective functions for our noise and prior terms:
) §We can also combine these objective functions: Minimization is a beast! §Our objective function is not "nice" § It has many local minima § So gradient descent will not do well §We need a more powerful optimizer: §Mean field annealing (MFA) § Approximates simulated annealing § But it's faster! § It's also based on the mean field approximation of statistical mechanics MFA § MFA is a continuation method § So it implements a homotopy § A homotopy is a continuous deformation of one hyper-surface into another § MFA procedure: Graduated nonconvexity (GNC) §Similar to MFA § Uses a descent method § Reduces a control parameter § Can be derived using MFA as its basis § "Weak membrane" GNC is analogous to piecewiseconstant MFA §But different: § Its objective function treats the presence of edges explicitly § Pixels labeled as edges don't count in our noise term § So we must explicitly minimize the # of edge pixels 
